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Introducing the exclusive Kastle PhoneTag®� the 

first step in adapting access control to the fast-

paced lifestyle of the working professional, the 

busy facility manager, or anyone else who wants 

convenient and secure access at work.

Used only fifty percent of the time to make calls, 

today’s smartphones are everything from game 

consoles to navigation systems. Now, the devices 

that bring the world to your fingertips can literally 

open doors. Kastle Systems has shrunk access 

control technology to the size of a coin�providing a 

new, more convenient alternative to cards or fobs.

The latest development in smartphone-centric 

authorization is a quarter-sized flat disk that 

adheres firmly to your mobile device, including 

iPhones, iPads, Android and Blackberry phones. 

Simply wave your smartphone in front of an 

access control reader and you’re in. The Kastle 

PhoneTag ensures simple but secure access 

throughout your facility.

“Since we all seem to be attached and addicted 

to our hand held devices, having the Kastle 

PhoneTag on the back of our devices makes 

accessing our office hassle free,” said Deborah 

Webb, director of property management and 

LEED® AP, The Tower Companies. “I no longer 

need to carry multiple access cards and keys 

everywhere, which makes access easier and 

faster.”

Not only does this advancement reduce card 

loss and expenses, it also protects your mobile 

phone and facility via a toll-free number on the 

tag. How? If you lose your phone, simply call and 

report it missing and we can deactivate your 

tag to prevent unauthorized access. Whoever 

discovers it can contact Kastle Systems to have 

it returned to you, even when it is out of power. 

Easy, safe and secure, the Kastle PhoneTag is the 

most convenient way to enter your space.

THE EASIEST POSSIBLE ACCESS

Kastle PhoneTag®


